CF Introduces A New TLB and 4WD Loader Quick Coupler System

NEW!!! NEW!! NEW!!!

- Compatible with Class 1 buckets and forks
- Designed to OEM pin up specifications
- Spring loaded pin extension keeps bucket coupled
- No tools required for coupling

Class 1 CF Loader Coupler

- Compatible with Class 2 - 6 buckets and forks
- Designed to OEM pin up specifications
- Locking pin circuit is pressurized with every bucket curl cycle
- No tools required for coupling

Class 2, 3, 5, & 6 CF Loader Coupler

- Coupler design has minimal negative effect on full turn tipping load and break out force specifications
- Coupler kit includes the hydraulic installation kit
- Design allows operator visibility through the coupler and attachment frame
- Blank adapters available in straight back or CF bucket contour

To obtain information concerning Woods CE products or obtain a Woods CE Price Book, please call 1-800-848-3447 or visit our website www.woodsequipment.com
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